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About This Game

Hello Space Survivors, this is a little shooter game. In the future it will get bigger, now the game persits only of one main
menue, and a little Shooter Level where you can kill zombies, buy weapons, buy new areas open and buy perks. Each wave the
zombies have more health and every wave more of them will be spawnend. Also you can die through them. Plese understand

that this game is being developed by a few developers with no experience in games. Later on we will add more stuff,
currently the game mode is

some sort of zombie shooter mode where you can buy weapons and so on. (No Survival). A Multiplayer is also planned.
Current State is:

We only habe 3 weapons, a handfull of buildings , a little zombie map, a not so stable multiplayer implementation (host to
client), a main menue where you can walk around, one character with no animations but we have a big dream.
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Title: Space Survivors Shooter
Genre: Action, Casual, Early Access
Developer:
Maurice Fernitz, Felix Gillmann, Enrico Przibilla, Robert Schuricht
Publisher:
Maurice Fernitz
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64bit

Processor: Intel Pentium G860 3GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English
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space survivors shooter

Go! Go ! to the deeper of sea !! some interisting Logic Game :D (We need Logic to play it)

i'll give 10/10 Logic

  6/10 Adventure. Even though I don't really like DotEmu's emulation job, I feel that having Neo Geo games on Steam is a must!
Especially this game. Now they just got to port Samurai Shodown and Magician Lord on to Steam! Way more enjoyable than
No Man's Sky, where everyone is duped in on buying.. I haven't played through the entire game, but it's a gem. Requires a mix
of quick fingers and really thinking. I very much love that you, once you've aquired more, or bigger, colored lights can go back
to levels you've already completed and get very different game play from the first time.. High Noon Revolver is a fast paced,
fun and at times (like ambushes or bosses) tense @D sidescroller with rogue lite elements, like purchasing items with varying
effects and a cast of characters with unique fire types and special abilities. The game is really enjoyable and the constantly
scrolling levels force you to quickly kill and grab what you can before the next ambush or boss. Kinda short tho and some builds
(fara with homing, damage+grav and poison will destroy some bosses in seconds) are very OP. Although even after finishing i
still want to try the other characters and item combos. And for those who like to beat their highshcore there is that aspect. I
recommend the game and feel it fits the price

glitches and a thing: at the end credits I pressed b and it left the screen empty (character was gone). Pressing x still fired the
weapon but I couldn't move. Shot Zeros lightning ball at the first area boss, lighting effect spread across the screen and i died. In
area 3 I had to jump into the water to kill an enemy as he was out of range so that i could activate the ambush.

. Not bad, not good.
Good graphics. Story is ok.
You can find yourself stuck from time to time. The help doesn't help in that cases.. Nice Way is a fascinating puzzle game in
which you have to pave the way for little balls from one point to another. But everything is not so simple as it may appear from
the first sight: you have to take into account probable physics, various obstacles, portals, accelerators and various other things.

Draw lines for your balls to follow using physics to propel them. Click on a line you've drawn to remove it.

Positives
- Simple idea and a simple execution
- Levels have a timer, so you can compete with others (or yourself) to get the fastest time possible.
- Somewhat realistic physics

Negatives
- There are 45 Steam achievements (one for completing each level) which will be added when you EXIT the game. Can make
your account look like you've used SAM
- The levels are not very difficult to complete
- Balls spawn continually from the start and there's no losing condition (initially).
- No music makes the game boring and repetitive as there is a sound when the balls enter the end area

I had trouble with a few of the levels, but for the most part, they're easy enough to figure out with a bit of experimentation.

Most levels can be beaten with a single attempt. I was only ever stuck for a couple minutes in some of the later levels. It also
lasted only 1 hour for me. Hence, I think it's too easy and short, the main reasons for my negative recommendation. This is a
simple physics-puzzler to pass the time.
I was through it in less than an hour, implicating it's a bit too short and easy for its asking price.

I would give this game a 3\/10. JUst like the rest of the ubermosh games. Endless monsters coming at you while you must fight
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to survive!
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This is a must watch, we need more LGBTIPQA+ representation in videogames. https:\/\/youtu.be\/Y0_qy4tZT1U

A strong visual style is alluring but the simplistic gameplay and somewhat finicky controls makes for a more mediocre than
graceful time.. Great game ! Easy controls, a lot of helicopters to choose :D
Worths all the money :D. it keeps on crashing. this is an good game, with good graphics!
the bad reviews are no reviews!! this game is not finisch, but give the developers a change to make
this good game an finisch good game!!
i like racing games! and this game can if it is finisch an very good racing game!!. bes gam i playede. Being trained as a
professional Flying Fox at the "Military University of Foxes and Kitsunes" and having 150 confirmed potion victims i can
honestly say that this game is one hell of a game.

It is hard, even for me, to roll that constant through the world like those marble like creatures. Trust me, that actually was part of
our basic training, they are just too pro for me.

Although it is offered at steam our Scientist team lead by very talented Doges (it is hard to find good quality Fox personal
nowadays) has found out that you can actually get the 1.8 release of Gumboy at CNET download legaly FOR FREE.
(source: Gumboytournament.com)

It is said that their Headquarter is in the Szech Republic and that their only connection to the glorious Fox connection (and no,
we do not own Fox TV) does not work for anybody and that the named server probably is almost down.
But thanks for everything there is a Campset orderable for free to set up your own Military Base (server).

The commentator of the Game is none other than the famous superstar Squeeky Mc Squeek, also known for one of the voice
actors from the Chipmunks Series and many many other quality internet videos.
Rumours say, that you can gather the all mighty power of his voice by inhaling Helium. And no: That is not how we Foxes
sound.

One of our researchers has also made a small visit to the culture of the Gumboys
It appears that they like to race against each other who gets the fasted amount of Diamonds and can sell those for 50,100 and
200 Fox$ers to our intergalactic Organisation.
When they shall not do so, they try to steal the Flagg of their other Nation and bring it to their own Flag.
Apparently they do not like each other and have always to show which is the best Nation.

The Gumboys got named one of the most fabulous Creatures 2006 by the russian dancing men organisation "Gametunnel".
We blame the capitalist pig!. Nice fun difficult shoot em up. Best physics i've seen ina game in my life. Simple spectacular. But
after lv 80...... oh boy *flipping table*. Engaging puzzles, structured into bite sized pieces. Easy to jump into, with multiple
progression paths available, leading to satisfying brain teasers. Symbiotic audio provides a melodic reward as the player
progresses through each of the puzzles. The game doesn\u2019t attempt too much, instead executes well on the core gameplay
mechanics. Well worth checking out.

Update v0.0.81,6 Double Points:
Hi,

Today i am happy to announce that our first powerup got into the game.
It will drops randomly if you kill zombies (the chance is 1:50) if you walk against it you will make double points for the next 60
seconds.
If you activate another one within the time the timer get's reset to 60 seconds. In the future you will se an icon displaying if
double points are active.

Hope you all like the new update. The next update will intoduce the next powerup Quicksism which reduces the zombies health
to one in a specified time.

If you want to stay up to date consider to subscribe to our youtube channel biggamesproductions or follow us on twitter.
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Thanks for reading and as always thanks for playing Space Survivors Shooter

With kind regards

SevenOperation. v0.0.80,8 pretesting Update:
Hi again,

Some small changes again.

Fixes:
Client didn't saw zombies falling and he could still hear the zombies sound.

Changes:
Changed the point display location the points are now displayed a little bit higher
Now the points of every other player will also be displayed. Your own points a those who are at the top
Changed the bus model a little bit

So thats it, hope you all like these changes.

Thanks for reading and as always thanks for playing Space Survivors Shooter.

With kind regards

SevenOperation. Space Survivors Shooter Demo out now:
Hi,

Today i am glad to announce that our game demo is now available.
The Demo will be updated like the normal version until a certain point, which we haven't choosed yet.

So you can now downlod the demo play it for free, give us feedback and this without any compromises against the normal game.

Thanks for reading and as always thanks for playing Space Survivors Shooter.

With kind regards

SevenOperation
. v0.0.81,3 Hotfix:
Hi,

This is a little Hotfix.
Since we published an update yesterday which was build on the new ue4.22.1 we noticed a random crash that is caused after ca
2min of playtime by an animation change event, to fix this, the update disables the animation used for the pistol.

Thanks for reading, and as always thanks for playing SpaceSurvivorsShooter

With kind regards

SevenOperation. v0.0.80,7 pretesting Update:
Hi again,

We have some pretty neet changes for you today, so let's get right into it, here are the patchnotes.

Changes and Additions:
We added our first version of zombies dying in the game this means as soon as the zombie dies the body will now not dissapear
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instant anymore, instead the body get physics and will fall down on the ground and will then decase after 5 seconds (W.I.P)
We also tweaked some minor things in the background which will alow better stuff in the future such ass better collision
handeling.
Changed bullet collision on bullet mesh to no collision.

Fixes:
fixed a bug that causes the system to recognize 1 player as 3 players in a spawn area
fixed a bug that caused zombies to spawn but not get initialized so they just stood around.
fixed a bug that caused the game to freez when yo were in no spawn area.

Thats it thanks for reading and as always thanks for playing Space Survivors Shooter

With kind regards

SevenOperation. v0.0.81,1 Update (small changes) and a little sneak peek about what is comming.:
Hi,

This is just a small update for the game, so don't expect to much. Here are the patchnotes.

Changes:
Replaced the high building model with a smaller one since it didn't made sense to have such a big house in the game yet.
Modified the gas station model (W.I.P)
Changed the bridge buy areas, you only need to buy one side instead of both.
Extended zombie spawnarea 1 and two so they will also spawn in the beginning area if you are in the next and they will also
spawn in the second area when you are in the third.
Implemented a new gras foliage model.
Changed the zombie collision so now the damage system should be a little bit better.
Zombies will now stop moving towards you dead point (roaming will be added later).

Things that we work on right now:
We are currently working on 2 new perks which we will be hopefully out till the end of next week.
Redesign the gas station a little bit.
Working on a new weapon model.
New UI elements like a better ammunition element
New Main Menu UI (Not a button click ui)
Revamping the current weapons except the pistol.
Changing values of the bullet speeds for the weapons
Changing weapon damage
Exporting the weapon settings to xml for each map so you can modify them
Implementing the G.A.U machine
And much more ...

Please don't expect this till the end of next week since we are just a small team, but we hope to archive at least 3 of the listed
points up there.

Also don't forget the developer stream on the 04.05.2019 19:00 (CET)
on the twitch channel WATG_We_Are_The_Gamers

So thanks for reading and as always thanks for playing Space Survivors Shooter.

With kind regards

SevenOperation
. v0.0.80,6 pretesting Update:
Hi again,
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This time the update is a little bit bigger and leads the way for our next big update (version 0.0.81) we completly got rid of our
first character model (the female one without hands and head), so the zombies got the same character model as you right now,
with a new zombie walk animation.

Changes:
Also we added a car enigne sound to the bus where you spawn.
We changed the prizings of the barricades you can buy open
The money you get when you kill a zombie got also tweaked an will be adjustable in the gamemode.xml soon (10 per hit 50 per
kill)
We now fully use the movment speed multipliers from the zombieTypes.xml
You can now modify the delay before the first round starts in the gamemode.xml (default 10 seconds)
And you can also modify the delay between each the other waves (default 5 seconds)
Changed the seats in the bus a little
Added a garbage container model (W.I.P)

Bugs fixed:
Fixed wrong zombie count (To much zombies where spawned)
Client can hear his own shooting sound know
Hopefully fixed animation issues which resulted in some zombies had none.
Fixed navmesh so zombies don't get stuck at the fence in the first zone when you are in the second zone near the bridge.

Thanks for reading and as always thanks for playing Space Survivors Shooter

With kind regards

SevenOperation. v0.0.81,5 New Perk:
Hi,
Today i am proud to announce our third perk "Fast Hands" which effects the reload time of all weapons you are carrying. That
means the reload time gets bisected. Also we get now a perk icon for the "Harder" perk, as well as a placeholder icon for the
"Fast Hands" perk.

In the next release we might hoepfully release our fourth perk as well as some other minor changes.

If you want to stay up to date consider to subscribe to our youtube channel biggamesproductions or follow us on twitter.

Thanks for reading and as always thanks for playing Space Survivors Shooter

With kind regards

SevenOperation
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